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Abstract
Load Balancing is essential for efficient operations in distributed environments. As Cloud Computing is one of the greatest platform which provides storage of data in very lower cost and available for all time over the internet, load balancing for the cloud has become a very interesting and important research area. Load balancing helps to achieve a high user satisfaction and resource utilization ratio by ensuring an efficient and fair allocation of every computing resource. Many algorithms were suggested to provide efficient mechanisms and algorithms to enhance the overall performance of the Cloud and provide the user more satisfying and efficient service. In this paper, we investigate the different algorithms proposed to resolve the issue of load balancing in cloud computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing:

"Cloud computing" is a term, which involves virtualization, distributed computing, networking, software and web services. A cloud consists of several elements such as clients, datacenter and distributed servers. It includes fault tolerance, high availability, scalability, and flexibility, reduced overhead for users, reduced cost of ownership, on demand services. In case of Cloud computing services can be used from diverse and widespread resources, rather than remote servers or local machines. There is no standard definition of Cloud computing but according to the NIST definition of cloud computing “Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, server, storage, application, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [1].

Cloud Computing Architecture

Abstract Layers:

Cloud computing architecture has necessary abstract layers beginning at bottom and working upwards. Figure 1 illustrates the five layers that constitute cloud computing. The bottom layer is the physical hardware (Haas). Customers who use this layer of the cloud are usually big corporations who require an extremely large amount of subleased Hardware as a Service. As a result, the cloud-provider runs, oversees, and upgrades its subleased hardware for its customers [2].

The next layer consists of the cloud’s software kernel. This layer acts as a bridge between the data processing performed in the cloud’s hardware layer and the software infrastructure layer which operates the hardware. It is the Lowest level of abstraction implemented by the cloud’s software and its main job is to manage the server’s hardware resources while at the same time allowing other programs to run and utilize these same resources [3].

The abstraction layer above the software kernel is called software infrastructure. This layer renders basic network resources to the two layers above it in order to facilitate new cloud software environments and applications that can be delivered to end-users in the form of IT services. The services offered in the software infrastructure layer can be separated into three different subcategories: computational resources (IaaS), data storage, and communication [3].

Infraestructure as a Service (IaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications [3].

Data-Storage as a Service (DaaS), allows users of a cloud to store their data on servers located in remote locations and have instant access to their information from any site that has an Internet connection [2][3]. This technology allows software platforms and applications to extend beyond the physical servers on which they reside.

Communication as a Service (CaaS): CaaS to perform services like network security, real-time adjustment of virtual overlays to provide better networking bandwidth
or traffic flow, and network monitoring. Through network monitoring, cloud-providers can track the portion of network resources being used by each customer [2].

**Platform as a Service (PaaS):** The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider [3][4].

**Software as a Service (SaaS):** The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure2. The applications are accessible from various client devices through either a thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email), or a program interface [3][4].
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**II. CLOUD VIRTUALIZATION**

It is a very useful concept in context of cloud systems. Virtualization means“something which isn’t real”, but gives all the facilities of a real. It is the software implementation of a computer which will execute different programs like a real machine. Virtualization is related to cloud, because using virtualization an end user can use different services of a cloud. The remote datacenter will provide different services in a full or partial virtualized manner [5]. Two types of virtualization are found in case of clouds as given in

- **Full Virtualization**
  Full virtualization a complete installation of one machine is done on another machine. It will result in a virtual machine which will have all the software that is present in the actual server. Full virtualization has been successful for several purposes:-
  1. Sharing a computer system among multiple users.
  2. Isolating users from each other and from the control program.
  3. Emulating hardware on another machine.

- **Para-virtualization**
  In Para-virtualization, the hardware allows multiple operating systems to run on single machine by efficient use of system resources such as memory and processor. e.g. VMware software. Here all the services are not fully available, rather the services are provided partially [6].
  1. **Disaster recovery:** In the event of a system failure, guest instances are moved to hardware until the machine is repaired or replaced.
  2. **Migration:** As the hardware can be replaced easily, hence migrating or moving the different parts of a new machine is faster and easier.
  3. **Capacity management:** In a virtualized environment, it is easier and faster to add more hard drive capacity and processing power. As the system parts or hardware can be moved or replaced or repaired easily, capacity management is simple and easier [6].

**III LOAD BALANCING**

Load balancing is one of the central issues in cloud computing. The load can be CPU load, memory capacity, delay or network load. Load balancing is the process of distributing the load among various nodes of a distributed system to improve both resource utilization and job response time while also avoiding a situation where some of the nodes are heavily loaded while other nodes are idle or doing very little work [7]. Load balancing ensures that all the processor in the system or every node in the network does approximately the equal amount of work at any instant of time [8].

**Need of Load Balancing in Cloud Computing**

Load balancing in clouds is a mechanism that distributes the excess dynamic local workload evenly across all the nodes. It is used to achieve a high user satisfaction and resource utilization ratio, making sure that no single node is overwhelmed, hence improving the overall performance of the system. Proper load balancing can help in utilizing the available resources optimally, thereby minimizing the resource consumption. It also helps in implementing fail-over, enabling scalability, avoiding bottlenecks and over-provisioning, reducing response time etc [8].
in continuously moving from one overloaded node to another node and check it is overloaded or under loaded. If ant find an over loaded node it will continuously moving in the forward direction and check each nodes. **Backward Movement:** If an ant find an over loaded node the ant will use the back ward movement to get to the previous node, in the algorithm [11] if ant finds the target node then ant will commit suicide, this algorithm reduced the unnecessary back ward movement, overcome heterogeneity, is excellent in fault tolerance.

4. **Load balancing of virtual machine resources:** J. Hu et al. [12] proposed a scheduling strategy on load balancing of VM resources that uses historical data and current state of the system. This strategy achieves the best load balancing and reduced dynamic migration by using a genetic algorithm. It helps in resolving the issue of load-imbalance and high cost of migration thus achieving better resource utilization.

5. **Index Name Server Algorithm (INS):** The INS algorithm proposed in [13] the goal is to find an algorithm to minimize the data duplication and redundancy. INS is able to handle the load balancing dynamically. INS have some parameters which help in calculating the optimum selection point like that Hash Code of the block of data to be downloaded, the position of the server, the transition quality, the maximum bandwidth. Another calculation point whether the connection can handle additional nodes or not. They classified the busy levels B(a), B(b), and B(c). B(a) means that connection is very busy and cannot handle any additional connection. B(b) means connections is not busy and can handle additional connections. B(c) means that the connection is limited.

6. **Opportunistic Load Balancing (OLB):** Sang proposed OLB is a static load balancing algorithm that has the goal of keeping each node in cloud busy [14]. However OLB does not calculate the execution time of the node, due to this the tasks to be processed in a slower manner and will cause bottlenecks since requests might be pending waiting for nodes to be free.

7. **Load Balancing Min-Min Algorithm (LBMM):** Wang suggested an algorithm called LBMM [15]. LBMM has a three level load balancing framework. In first level LBMM architecture is the request manager which is responsible for receiving the task and assigning it to service manager, when the service manager receives the request; it divides it into subtask and assigns the subtask to a service node based on node availability, remaining memory and the transmission rate which is responsible for execution the task.

8. **Dual Direction Downloading Algorithm (DDFTP):** DDFTP is a dual direction downloading algorithm from FTP server [16]. This algorithm can be also implemented for Cloud Computing load balancing. This is a fast and efficient concurrent technique for downloading large files from FTP server in a cloud environment. DDFTP uses the concept of processing the
files for transfer from two different directions. For example, one server will start from block 0 and keeps downloading incrementally while another server start from block m and keeps downloading in a decrement order. When the two servers download two consecutive blocks, the task is considered as finished and other task can be assigned to the server. As a result, both servers will work independently. The algorithm reduces the network communication between the client and nodes and network overhead.

9. Exponential Smooth Forecast-based on Weighted Last Connection (ESBWLC): The algorithm proposed in [17] is a dynamic load balancing algorithm for cloud computing. ESBWLC build the conclusion of assigning a certain task to a node after having a number of task assigned to that service node and getting to know the node’s CPU power, memory, number of connections and the amount of disk space currently in used, then ESBWLC predicts which node is to be selected based on exponential smoothing.

10. A Lock-free multiprocessing solution for LB - X. Liu et al. [18] proposed a lock-free multiprocessing load balancing solution that avoids the use of shared memory in contrast to other multiprocessing load balancing solutions which use shared memory and lock to maintain a user session. It is achieved by modifying Linux kernel. This solution helps in improving the overall performance of load balancer in a multi-core environment by running multiple load-balancing processes in one load balancer.

11. Honeybee Foraging Behavior - M. Randles et al. [19] investigated a decentralized honeybee-based load balancing technique that is a nature-inspired algorithm for self-organization. It achieves global load balancing through local server actions. Performance of the system is enhanced with increased system diversity but throughput is not increased with an increase in system size. It is best suited for the conditions where the diverse population of service types is required.

V CHALLENGES IN CLOUD COMPUTING LOAD BALANCING

A. Overhead Associated - determines the amount of overhead involved while implementing a load-balancing algorithm [20]. It is composed of overhead due to movement of tasks, inter-processor and inter-process communication. This should be minimized so that a load balancing technique can work efficiently.

B. Throughput - is used to calculate the no. of tasks whose execution has been completed. It should be high to improve the performance of the system [20].

C. Performance – is used to check the efficiency of the system. It has to be improved at a reasonable cost e.g. reduce response time while keeping acceptable delays [20].

D. Resource Utilization - is used to check the utilization of resources. It should be optimized for an efficient load balancing [21].

E. Scalability - is the ability of an algorithm to perform load balancing for a system with any finite number of nodes. This metric should be improved [21].

F. Response Time - is the amount of time taken to respond by a particular load balancing algorithm in a distributed system. This parameter should be minimized [21].

G. Fault Tolerance - is the ability of an algorithm to perform uniform load balancing in spite of arbitrary node or link failure. The load balancing should be a good fault-tolerant technique [7].

H. Point of Failure: Control the load balancing and collect data of different nodes and the system designed in a way that avoids the single point of failure in the algorithms. For example centralized algorithms, if one controller fails, then the whole system would fail. Any load balancing algorithm must be designed in order to overcome this challenge [22].

VI CONCLUSION

In this paper, we surveyed multiple algorithms and discussed the need of Load balancing in cloud computing and metrics for load balancing in cloud. We also discussed the Cloud Virtualization. In cloud computing load balancing is the main issue. Load balancing is required to distribute the excess dynamic local workload evenly to the entire node in the whole cloud to achieve a high user satisfaction and resource utilization ratio. It also ensures that every computing resource is distributed efficiently and fairly.
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